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Machine learning technology is very often used in present days. Exist many machine learning 

models, the theory has evolved in last year’s due exponential use of those technologies. A 

challenge is to apply those advanced technologies in practice to solve different problems or to 

improve systems.   

 

Short theory about machine learning 

Machine learning (ML) is a software 

that use previous data, or information, 

or experience it learn from the past and 

predict or make decisions about future 

data, making generalization of the existing 

data. In simple mode, ML predict 

something named output based on 

something named input. Input information 

is the known experience.  

If output and input are labeled pairs, we 

have supervised learning [1]. Example of 

supervised learning is determining 

generated power of photovoltaic system 

based on weather parameters like solar 

irradiation level, temperature, wind speed, 

etc.  

In case when input data is not labeled 

learning, process is an unsupervised 

learning. We can have an example in this 

case also from the same area, let’s presume 

we need to classify the type of defects for a 

photovoltaic system based on some 

description of the status of components or 

elements that show component status, it is 

classification problem for determining 

specific groups. In [1] is mentioned also 

semi-supervised learning which use both 

approach of supervising and  

unsupervised learning, we have input data 

labeled and unlabeled. An example in this 

case can be the same as previous example, 

but which use also for output defect 

classification also apart from status 

parameters also labeled parameters that 

have specific numeric values.  

Input variables are named usual 

explanatory variables or regressors, 

manipulated variables [1], [2]. Output 

variables are named response variables or 

explained variable, dependent variables, 

measured variables. In our case response 

variable is generated power, explanatory 

variables can be: wind speed, temperature, 

ceiling, real feel temperature shade, real 

feel temperature, relative humidity, cloud 

cover, dew point, pressure, apparent 

temperature, wet bulb temperature, 

visibility, wind chill temperature, etc. 

Sample data collection which is used for 

learning is named training set, collection 

which is used to test if estimated data is 

correct is named test set [1], [3]. Machine 

learning can do many tasks, for example:  

 Classification, example ML determine 

if the share price will rise;  

 Regression, example ML will predict 

generated power of a wind turbine 

based on wind speed. 

 Clustering, putting observations in 

groups, for example putting mobile 

users in specific categories based on 

consuming pattern.  

 Dimensionality reduction is the task 

when input dataset contain many 

parameters, this correlated with huge 

data set make data analyze difficult, to 

easy this, using dimensionality 

reduction, from entire set off 

parameters will be chosen most 

significant one.  

2 About Support Vector Machine 

2.1. SVM Classification 

1 
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a ML 

that can be used for classification or 

regression. In [4] classification case 

methods start from input variables that can 

be assimilated like vectors {x1, x2, ..., 

xN}. Any of those vectors have features, 

for example for vector xj those are noted 

generic {aj1, aj2, …, ajm}. Like in real 

world we categorize things based on 

features here we try to find if based on the 

m features mentioned those vectors are in 

one class or the other(s). In simple way for 

two classes noted C1 and C2, the problem 

is to find if vectors xi pertain to C1 or C2. 

The easy way to separate data is using 

lines or hyperplanes. If our input variables 

xj can be separated by lines or 

hyperplanes, then those are linearly 

separable. After reading all SVM theory 

some time ago, I think linear way was first 

considered because it is easier to be 

mathematically explained.  

If we have two input vectors, then the 

suggestive way to represent input data is 

graphically like below 

 
Fig. 1. Data separated by line in two-dimensional case 

 

If we have 3 input vectors figure 1 will be 

three dimensional, and similar for n input 

vectors we will have “n” dimensional 

representation. In [5] the use of lines and 

hyperplanes in SVM classification is 

underlined more by using term linear 

classifiers. Basically, delimiting groups 

using lines or hyperplanes is 

straightforward and it can be computed 

mathematically.   

We can observe that if data is separable or 

classified like in figure 1 between two 

groups there is not only a line, it is an area, 

which is named margin, like in Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Margin 
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Classification is better if the margin is 

wide. 

The vectors that lies on edge lines or 

hyperplanes are named support vectors, 

from here the method name.   

Generalizing for n vectors (n experiences, 

n input data) that is used in training stage 

of ML, the goal of SVM is to find a 

hyperplane that classify vectors in two 

classes, as there are many such solutions 

(or hyperplanes) the best one is that which 

assure the maximum size for margin.  

To optimize this SVM use a function  

S(x) = wT* x + b; 

where x – is an input vector  

wT – is waiting vector, it is orthogonal to 

hyperplane and control hyperplane 

direction   

b – is a scalar, a bias, it controls 

hyperplane position 

For a specific input vector, SVM get that:  

 It pertains to class c1 if S(x) = 

wT* x + b > 0; 

 It pertains to class c2 if S(x) = 

wT* x + b < 0. 

In real world the delimitation between 

objects is not always a line or a 

hyperplane, it can be other figure like 

nonlinear curves [5], [6], an for example 

for two-dimensional case: 

 
Fig. 3. Non-linear classification 

 

For classification in this case SVM need a 

nonlinear approach, for this SVM use a 

kernel function, this map data into other 

space where classification can be done 

using hyperplanes [6]  

There are many kernel functions, most 

used linear, polynomial, radial basis and 

sigmoid [6], [7], [8]. 

2.2 SVM regression  

SVM can be used not only for 

classification, it can be used also for 

regression. A good and simple explanation 

for SVM principle used in regression is in 

[9]. Below figure describe it: 

 
Fig. 4. Using SVM for regression 
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If in SVM classification principle is to 

have vectors or input data delimited by line 

(hyperplane) and to have a margin as big 

as possible, in SVM regression principle is 

revers, means to have vectors as much as 

near to the line (hyperplane), or to have 

vectors in a margin as narrow as possible. 

Margin size in SVM regression algorithm 

is controlled by a hyperparameter “e” as 

specified in figure 4.  

SVM regression similar like classification 

can be linear or nonlinear. Also, nonlinear 

SVM regression have similar kernel 

functions: linear, polynomial, radial basis 

and sigmoid [10] 

 

3 Example Using R for SVM 

classification in photovoltaic systems. 

3.1 SVM with linear kernel 

We will use data from a logger that is 

connected to a MPPT solar controller 

which is used in photovoltaic system. 

Target is to classify “BatteryStatus" of the 

battery bank based on "BatteryVoltageV", 

"BatterySOC" parameters all collected 

from logger which record data in csv or 

xlsx format. I will give some summary 

explanations in special for code that is 

related to SVM  

First for loading necessary R libraries we 

use  

library("e1071") 

library("xlsx") 

library("dplyr") 

 

R SVM related functions are in "e1071" 

package 

to load xlsx data logger we use:  

setwd("C:/date") 

print(getwd()) 

datalog2.frame <- read.xlsx("dateS2.xlsx", 

sheetIndex = 1) 

 

For training we will use 400 records from 

476 records that are in data frame. From all 

data frame columns, we will use the 

following colomns: "BatteryVoltageV", 

"BatterySOC", "BatteryStatus". To fulfil 

those later we will use variables:  

 

strain <- sample(476, 400) 

head(strain, 5) 

coloane <- c("BatteryVoltageV", 

"BatterySOC", "BatteryStatus") 

 

Data frame named datalog2.frame contain 

all parameters recorded by logger, because 

we will use in analyze 3 parameters we 

will extract those from data frame and 

create new data frame named 

datalog3.frame.  

 

datalog3.frame <- 

data.frame(datalog2.frame$BatteryVoltage

V, datalog2.frame$BatterySOC, 

datalog2.frame$BatteryStatus) 

names(datalog3.frame)[1:3] = 

c("BatteryVoltageV", "BatterySOC", 

"BatteryStatus") 

head(datalog3.frame, 1) 

 

For training we will we will create a new 

data frame named datalog3_train.frame it 

contain 400 records. 

 

datalog3_train.frame <- 

datalog3.frame[strain, coloane] 

 

For test we will use the remaining 76 

records from 476  

stest <- datalog3.frame[-strain, coloane] 

head(stest, 2) 

 

To create SVM model we will use [12], 

[13], [14], [15] 

mysvmlearn <- svm(BatteryStatus ~ ., data 

= datalog3_train.frame, kernel = "linear", 

cost = 0.1, scale = FALSE) 

 

To plot classification, we will use [12], 

[13], [14], [15]:  

plot(mysvmlearn, datalog3_train.frame[, 

coloane]) 
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Fig. 5. Run SVM for classification 

 

Based on [11], [12] when build model and 

use SVM function in R an important 

parameter is the cost. Cost parameter 

control margins and training errors. If cost 

is small this can generate big margins and 

make SVM susceptible to errors, revers if 

cost is big errors are less and margins are 

small.  

 

  
                    Fig. 6. Plot for cost=0.3                                    Fig. 7. Plot for cost=0.2   

 

datatuned <- tune(svm, BatteryStatus ~ ., 

data = datalog3_train.frame, kernel = 

"linear", ranges = list(cost = c(0.001, 0.01, 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100))) 

summary(datatuned) 

 

This will show:  

> summary(datatuned) 

Parameter tuning of ‘svm’: 

- sampling method: 10-fold cross 

validation  

- best parameters: 

 cost 

 0.01 
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- best performance: 0.1128846  

- Detailed performance results: 

    cost     error dispersion 

1  1e-03 0.2205128 0.06417731 

2  1e-02 0.1128846 0.05589104 

3  1e-01 0.1453205 0.04362853 

4  2e-01 0.1528846 0.04157534 

5  3e-01 0.1503846 0.04084294 

6  5e-01 0.1478846 0.03814453 

7  1e+00 0.1478846 0.03814453 

8  5e+00 0.1528846 0.04321340 

9  1e+01 0.1453205 0.04200667 

10 5e+01 0.1428205 0.04404488 

11 1e+02 0.1353205 0.04434103 

 

We see the best performance is considered 

for cost=0.01, it has smallest error. 

However, we see also that for bigger cost 

like 50, 100 error decrease and also 

dispersion decrease, it means that tune 

function should be run repeatedly for other 

ranges that include this trend.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Plot for cost=100 

 

It is interesting to observe that for 

cost=100 not only that error and dispersion 

decrease but also classification is more 

appropriate by reality, means it show 

normal area to be area where 

BateryVoltageV is higher, which is good.  

 

To predict we will use with predict 

function generated model SVM data frame, 

named mysvmlearn, and test data:  

 

 predict.frame <- predict(mysvmlearn, 

stest, type = "class") 

 

To display standard confusion matrix, we 

will use  

 

> table(stest[, 1], predict.frame)      

  predict.frame 

        Normal Overdischarge Undervoltage 

  22.24      0             0            1 

  22.74      0             0            1 

  22.85      0             0            1 

  22.87      0             0            1 

  22.9        0             0            1 

  22.91      0             0            1 

  23           0             1            1 

  23.04      0             0            1 

  23.05      0             0            1 

  23.12      0             0            1 

  23.17      0             0            1 

  23.25      0             0            1 

  23.26      0             0            1 

  23.73      0             1            0 

……….lines omitted …….. 

  28.33      1             0            0 

  28.34      1             0            0 

  28.51      1             0            0 

  28.85      3             0            0 

> 
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The interpretation of confusion matrix in 

this case is smoothly. 

For example, first line  

22.24      0             0            1 

There is 1 record that is classified to be 

Undervoltage, this seems ok like 

interpretation  

 

For line  

28.34      1             0            0 

It means there is 1 record that is classified 

to be Normal, this also seems ok.  

 

3.2. SVM with polynomial kernel 

We will use SVM with polynomial kernel, 

in the same time with model build we will 

run tune function to get best parameters for 

model. Commands are:  

polinomtune = tune.svm(BatteryStatus ~ ., 

data=datalog3_train.frame, 

kernel="polynomial", degree=c(3,4,5), 

coef0=c(0.1,0.5,1,2,3,4)) 

> summary(polinomtune) 

 

Response is:  

Parameter tuning of ‘svm’: 

- sampling method: 10-fold cross 

validation  

- best parameters: 

 degree coef0 

      3   0.5 

- best performance: 0.09525641  

 

- Detailed performance results: 

   degree coef0      error dispersion 

1       3   0.1 0.09782051 0.03455756 

2       4   0.1 0.10544872 0.04612342 

3       5   0.1 0.10044872 0.04647723 

4       3   0.5 0.09525641 0.03296725 

5       4   0.5 0.09782051 0.04183038 

6       5   0.5 0.09794872 0.04862114 

7       3   1.0 0.10794872 0.04495231 

8       4   1.0 0.09532051 0.03901788 

9       5   1.0 0.10294872 0.04562073 

10      3   2.0 0.10282051 0.04009153 

11      4   2.0 0.10532051 0.03892650 

12      5   2.0 0.10544872 0.04612342 

13      3   3.0 0.10532051 0.03709964 

14      4   3.0 0.10532051 0.03892650 

15      5   3.0 0.10288462 0.04208615 

16      3   4.0 0.10532051 0.03709964 

17      4   4.0 0.10538462 0.04097352 

18      5   4.0 0.10294872 0.04246732 

 

 

The best parameters for model are 

degree=3 and coef0=0.5 

Running model for degree=3 and 

coef0=0.5 and representing graphic we 

have : 

 

dataframePolinom=svm(BatteryStatus ~ ., 

data=datalog3_train.frame, 

kernel="polynomial", degree=3, 

coef0=0.5) 

plot(dataframePolinom, 

datalog3_train.frame[, coloane]) 

 

 
Fig. 9. SVM run with polynomial kernel 
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4 Conclusions 

SVM was used in current example for a 

photovoltaic system to classify data related 

to battery banc, results obtained are 

verified in practice, we saw for example in 

the interpretation of confusion matrix for 

SVM with polynomial kernel that results 

match battery voltage and status from real 

life.  

Also, SVM classification either linear or 

polynomial kernel, need tuning to detect 

best parameters that assure for model a 

good accuracy. In practice it can be 

necessary even to run tune function with 

many range of parameters such as to fine a 

combination of parameters that a re 

suitable for use case.  

SVM classification results offer good 

graphical results that can be used in 

practice, graphs can be used to monitor 

systems in time. For example, from figure 

7 can be created for data sets for very week 

and those can be compared, in this way we 

have information if something changes in 

system related to this component. 

Referring to this in [16] is specified that 

monitoring system by comparing graphs 

this is one of the best recommendation  
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